Welcome to the Spring 2021 semester! The Libraries will again operate using the Library by Appointment system. Visit the Library Locations page and Library COVID-19 Dashboard for information. In partnership with the University, the Libraries will monitor access to facilities following the Safer Badger protocols, including the use of the Badger Badge.

WHAT TO EXPECT FOR LIBRARY ACCESS

THINGS TO KNOW ABOUT YOUR VISIT

- Libraries will maintain the “by appointment” system
- A green Badger Badge must be presented
- For entry, users must have a Wiscard
- Facial coverings are required inside our facilities
- No group study
- No food or drinks
- In order to allow community borrowers to continue to request materials, Pick-up by Appointment will not involve the display of the Badger Badge.

VIRTUAL AND ONLINE SERVICES

- Ask a Librarian
- Support services for instructional continuity
- Remote library services and resources
- Interlibrary Loan

COLLEGE LIBRARY AS A TESTING SITE

- College Library’s room 1250 will be open as a testing site.
- Testing site traffic flow is isolated from library operations.

LIBRARY BY APPOINTMENT SERVICES

- Pickup by Appointment
- In-person collection access
- Laptop and equipment checkout
- Course reserves
- Printing and scanning
- Computer lab
- One-person rooms and study spaces.

CLEANING PROTOCOLS

Cleaning takes place routinely throughout our spaces and we provide easily accessible cleaning materials for visitors as well.

COURSE SUPPORT FOR INSTRUCTORS

Librarians can support your teaching in all modalities. These services includes online library instruction options, customized research guides, and embedded services in Canvas. Expertise and support for electronic curricular content and course reserves is also available.

DIGITIZE ON REQUEST

If you only need some chapters or specific pages from a book, you can place a request using our Interlibrary Loan service. Log in to your account, choose the option to Request an Article, and fill out the form with the book chapter’s information as best you can.